
 

 
The Society for Anomalous Studies 

Investigation Process 
for 

Suspected Haunted Locations 
 
Below is a basic guideline that the SAS follows when conducting an investigation of a location 
where people have experienced events or phenomena they feel are paranormal in nature. 
These events or phenomena could be physical, visual, and auditory, involve feelings and 
impressions, and could be currently happening or have happened in the past. 
 
This guideline is individualized for each investigation and developed into an investigation plan 
designed specifically for each investigations. The investigation plan of each investigation takes 
into account what has been related about the locations via an intensive client question set and 
interviews which reveal information about the types of phenomena that are said to have 
happened, witness experiences and feelings about these experiences in the location, the 
geographical considerations of the location, and other considerations unique to the case.  
 
This guideline is being offered so potential clients will have a better understanding as to what 
happens during an investigation, the timeline of an investigation and their role in the 
investigation. 
 
No media, including but not limited to newspapers, magazines, television, podcast or radio are 
allowed to be present at any point in the SAS investigation process without the prior written 
consent of the SAS. 
 
Also because of the controls needed to conduct a responsible and credible investigation, there 
will need to be an agreed upon limit as to who outside of SAS investigators will be present 
during the investigation. These individuals will need to adhere to the SAS rules and protocols of 
the investigation. 
 
The SAS holds the right to decline an investigation request for any reason. The SAS can also 
refuse to proceed with any accepted investigations if we feel the location is unsafe or the 
claims are knowingly fraudulent.  This rejection could be related to, but not restricted to fraud, 
illegal drug use, violence, non-compliance to the rules and protocols of the investigations and 
unsanitary conditions. 

 



The Society for Anomalous Studies 
Basic Process – Haunted Locations 

  
Initial contact from potential client to SAS representative 
 
Pre-Investigation Question Set sent to client and/or main contact interview 
 
Question Set returned to SAS and reviewed 
 
Pre-investigation 

 Walk through of location with owner/trustee/representative of location 

 Do video and audio recording of tour/ mapping of location/preliminary baseline 
readings 

 Conduct preliminary witness interviews 
  

Accept or decline investigation based on information so far collected 
 
If the investigation is accepted we will obtain written permission to conduct the background 
research including the historical and geographical reviews and witness interviews. 
 
Investigation designed for the specific location/ set up investigation team 
 
Set date of first investigation 
 
Obtain permission forms and information release forms 
 
Investigation (6 to 24 hours) 
 
Set up and preliminary assignments 

 Set up and calibrate equipment (video, audio, meters, etc...) 

 Set up for specialized techniques to be used 

 Baseline sweeps 

 Initial site photography 

 Walk through of locations 
 
Pre-investigation meeting to review investigation plan, investigators assignments and 
objectives 
 
Active investigation begins (The number of sessions and conferences will vary with each 
investigations) 

 First session of investigation 

 Team Conference 

 Second session of investigation 

 Team conference 

 Third session of investigation 

 Forth session of investigation  

 Team conference 



End of active investigation 

 Complete investigation paperwork and submit 

 Break down and packing of equipment 

 Make sure location site is in order and secure  

 Depart location  
 
Post Investigation (Depending on the amount of data and information that must be reviewed 
and verified, this process can take from four to twelve weeks to complete.) 

 Analysis of data from investigation 

 Review of investigator reports 

 Peer review of any evidence found 

 Compilation of historical and geographical information 

 Transcription and final report from witness interviews 

 Data base search for correlating or similar data or experiences from previous 
investigations  

 Writing of investigation report 
 

Reveal 
 
Follow up investigation if warranted and allowed  
 

 


